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Abstract

In the real world, incomplete data are often encountered anywhere in a data set. That
ubiquity of incomplete data makes a clustering task more challenging. Few of the existing
works examined both effectiveness and robustness of the incomplete data clustering algo-
rithms. Some of them are not practical due to a lot of parameters in hybrid approaches
and/or cannot handle incompleteness in any object at any dimension. Therefore, our work
introduces a new algorithm, iVQ_nps, which is an incomplete data clustering approach based
on learning vector quantization and the nearest prototype strategy for handling incomplete
data iteratively. Besides, we define the different adaptive linear functions for a learning rate
so that our approach can be effective and practical with only one remaining user-specified
parameter that is the number of the resulting clusters. Compare to several existing approaches,
iVQ_nps can produce the clusters of good quality and incomplete data approximation via the
experiments on both benchmark and synthetic data sets.

Trong thực tiễn, dữ liệu không đầy đủ thường xuất hiện ở bất kỳ đâu trong tập dữ liệu.
Sự phổ biến này làm cho tác vụ gom cụm dữ liệu gặp nhiều thách thức hơn. Hiện nay, có
ít công trình xem xét tính hiệu quả và thiết thực của các thuật toán gom cụm dữ liệu không
đầy đủ một cách toàn diện. Một số công trình không thực tế do có nhiều thông số với các
cách tiếp cận lai và/hoặc không thể giải quyết tính tùy nơi xuất hiện của dữ liệu không đầy
đủ. Do đó, trong bài báo này, chúng tôi giới thiệu một thuật toán mới gọi là iVQ_nps nhằm
cung cấp một hướng tiếp cận gom cụm dữ liệu không đầy đủ dựa trên học lượng tử hóa
vec-tơ và chiến lược mẫu gần nhất để giải quyết dữ liệu không đầy đủ theo cơ chế lặp. Bên
cạnh đó, chúng tôi cũng định nghĩa các hàm tuyến tính khả thích nghi khác nhau cho hệ số
tốc độ học. Nhờ đó, cách tiếp cận của chúng tôi có thể hiệu quả và thực tế hơn với duy nhất
1 thông số về số cụm được chỉ định bởi người dùng. So với các cách tiếp cận hiện nay, thuật
toán iVQ_nps của bài báo có thể sinh ra các cụm có chất lượng tốt và đồng thời xấp xỉ được
dữ liệu không đầy đủ. Các kết quả này được minh họa với các thực nghiệm trên các tập dữ
liệu chuẩn và nhân tạo.

Index terms

Incomplete data clustering, learning vector quantization, learning rate, nearest prototype
strategy, robustness.
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1. Introduction

Data clustering is one of the popular mining tasks for grouping similar objects and
keeping dissimilar objects separate. As data objects in reality are incomplete, it is hard
for the task to determine how these objects are clustered appropriately. It’s common
practice to eliminate incomplete data from the input data set. If there are a large number
of missing values, ignoring them may lead to the data insufficiency and ineffectiveness
of the data clustering task. Hence, as an extended version of our previous work in
[18] dedicated to the incomplete data clustering task which examines the case where
incomplete data can be located anywhere in a data set, our proposed work in this paper
is a new approach using learning vector quantization and the nearest prototype strategy
for effectively clustering incomplete data. Our resulting algorithm, iVQ_nps, is capable
of clustering incomplete data for more compact clusters separated from each other as
well as estimating incomplete data as exactly as possible. As compared to [18], this
work is more practical due to a simpler implementation of learning vector quantization
(LVQ) instead of the self-organizing map (SOM) and a single parameter which is the
number of the resulting clusters instead of two parameters which are the learning rate
and the number of neurons along with their configuration of the map.

Nowadays, we are aware of many existing works on incomplete data clustering such
as [1], [2], [4], [5], [6], [7], [9], [10], [13], [17], [18], [19], [20] for discovering the
clusters in the full space. These works are often based on the well-known algorithms
such as k-means [7], fuzzy c-means [5], [6], [9], [10], [19], [20], SOM [2], [4], [17],
[18], mean shift [1], and affinity propagation clustering [13]. They follow three main
approaches: handling incomplete data in the data preprocessing phase before clustering
[5], [13], updating incomplete data while doing data clustering [1], [2], [5], [6], [7],
[9], [10], [13], [17], [19], [20], and estimating incomplete data in the post-processing
phase after attaining clusters [4]. The following are the contributions of our work in
comparison with these works.

• iVQ_nps follows the second approach to approximating incomplete data while
doing data clustering so that each prototype can be shifted towards its members
and then each data vector can be moved towards its nearest prototype iteratively
in each epoch. This approach makes iVQ_nps a more generalized solution to
the ubiquitously incomplete data clustering task as compared to the first data
preprocessing approach in [13] and the third post-processing approach in [4]. Thus,
the resulting clusters can be more compact and separate for the groups of similar
objects. Besides, the incomplete data set can be more exactly approximated for
being utilized further in other data mining tasks such as data classification and
association analysis.

• iVQ_nps has a minimum number of parameters specified for the incomplete data
clustering task. Indeed, only the number of the resulting clusters needs to be user-
supplied prior to the task. As of this moment, most of the related works require at
least two parameters, e.g. the number of the resulting clusters and the weighting
exponent for fuzziness in case of NPSFCM and OCSFCM in [5] or more in case
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of the works in [9], [19].
• iVQ_nps performs the task in a simple, effective, and efficient approach as learning

vector quantization is kept intact in each epoch. This leads to the fact that iVQ_nps
is a robust enhancement of learning vector quantization for dealing with incomplete
data in the clustering phase to obtain the clusters of good quality and the estimation
of incomplete data at the same time. As compared to learning vector quantization
for clustering in a traditional manner, iVQ_nps is an improved version because no
constant is specified as an initial learning rate. The learning rate is automatically
determined according to the number of iterations in the learning process and the
clusters structured in each data set. In contrast to [2], there is no requirement for the
maximum number of iterations specified prior to the learning process of iVQ_nps.

In short, few of the related works have examined both effectiveness and robustness
of the incomplete data clustering algorithms. Some of them are not practical due to
a lot of parameters in hybrid approaches and/or cannot handle incomplete data which
appear in any object at any dimension. Above all, prior knowledge about the data set
to be clustered is sometimes needed by the existing algorithms. Different from the
existing works, this paper aims at a learning vector quantization-based incomplete data
clustering algorithm, iVQ_nps, which is a robust and effective solution to clustering
incomplete data in a simple but practical approach using the nearest prototype strategy
in an iterative manner. The experimental results on both benchmark and synthetic data
sets with internal clustering validation measures and missing data imputation errors have
confirmed that iVQ_nps can produce the clusters of better quality and approximation
of incomplete data as compared to some existing approaches using the traditional
incomplete data pre-processing approach with k-means and learning vector quantization
and the clustering approach with fuzzy c-means and the optimal completion strategy.

2. Related Works

In this section, an overall review of the related works is given in comparison with
our work, which is an extended version of [18].

As one of the first works on incomplete data clustering, [5] introduced the optimal
completion strategy (OCS) for iteratively updating missing values during the clustering
phase using weighted means with fuzziness; and the nearest prototype strategy (NPS)
similar to OCS except for using the nearest prototypes. In our opinion, the incomplete
data update approach in NPS is a special case of that in OCS regardless of fuzziness for
the membership of each vector. Based on fuzzy c-means and OCS in [5], [6] defined
a new measure for the membership degrees using the cluster dispersion. Unfortunately,
their first approach required each cluster to contain at least two complete data points. The
alternative method relaxed this requirement; however, still depending on how missing
values were distributed in the data set. Also based on fuzzy c-means, [9] proposed
a hybrid genetic algorithm-fuzzy c-means approach with the nearest-neighbor interval
representation. Similar to [9], [19] combined particle swarm optimization and fuzzy
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c-means for clustering the incomplete data set which is now re-represented to be an
interval-valued data set. These approaches in [9], [19] are interesting but complicated
with many parameters. Different from the previously mentioned works, [10] consid-
ered the importance of each attribute in the clustering task by defining a so-called
weighted Euclidean distance with the resulting algorithm WOCS-FCM. In our opinion,
the importance of each attribute needs to be examined as used for data clustering;
however, has been influenced by missing values at each attribute and thus, might have
been changed as compared to that in the complete data set. As for [20], kernel-based
fuzzy c-means was proposed with a kernel-induced metric instead of the Euclidean
norm. Nevertheless, they realized that different kernels with different parameters led
to different clustering results. We also emphasize this point with the approach in [1].
Using the mean shift clustering algorithm, [1] has considered handling incomplete data
by means of a so-called MDE distance. As a result, [1] did not supply incomplete data
update. Some other interesting approaches are [7], [13] which did not update missing
data while clustering incomplete data. [7] proposed a PCA-guided k-means and [13]
proposed affinity propagation clustering with the whole data strategy and the partial
distance strategy in [5]. In contrast, our work focuses on both clustering and handling
incomplete data using the nearest prototype strategy.

As based on fuzzy c-means, k-means, and k-prototypes, [5], [6], [7], [9], [10], [19],
[20] need prior knowledge about the number of clusters in the data set. In contrast,
[2], [4], [17] do not have such requirement as based on the self-organizing map [8].
Based on OCS and fuzzy SOM algorithm, [2] proposed OCS-FSOM and an extension
of OCS-FSOM called Multi-OCSFSOM. In these algorithms, a learning rate is treated
as a fuzzy membership value of the current input vector in the output cluster. Weighting
exponent for fuzziness, m, is updated little by little during the learning process. To our
understanding, the learning rate and membership values have different meanings and
roles in their original learning algorithms. Thus, their roles should not be exchanged. In
addition, the proposed algorithms in [2] require the maximal number of iterations for
the learning process. This might lead to an early convergence of finding the optimized
clusters. Also, [4] provided missing value estimation after the learning process using the
mean values of the class of each vector or weighted mean values of the corresponding
class components of each vector. It is important to point out that [4] might lose the
details of the vectors to be clustered when the number of dimensions with missing values
gets larger and the imputation of missing values was not tightly involved in the cluster
forming process. As one of the most recent works, [17] proposed a revision of handling
missing values to the batch SOM algorithm which is called Imputation SOM. Unlike
[4], [17] did not ignore the missing values in the learning process. Indeed, [17] used
the current value of the corresponding prototype, i.e. a mean value, to fill each missing
component of a vector. Instead of using the current prototype, iVQ_nps uses the nearest
prototype of each vector after the update of all prototypes has been done. Another work
based on SOM was proposed in [14] for incomplete data imputation specifically for
temporal databases. [14] integrated two nonlinear estimations for each missing value by
considering both spatial dependencies and temporal correlations through the so-called
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double classification X-SOM/L-SOM. Differently, our work aims at not only incomplete
data estimation but also data clustering. In addition, our work is not particular for the
temporal databases.

In short, it is found that an incomplete data clustering approach using learning vector
quantization and the nearest prototype strategy is promising for the incomplete data
clustering task with simplicity, effectiveness, and robustness. Based on the proposed
works in [3], [16] for the learning rate in SOM, iVQ_nps is made more practical with
our defined adaptive linear functions combining time and the best fitting of the clusters
to the input data in the competitive learning process.

3. An Incomplete Data Clustering Approach Based on Learning Vector
Quantization and the Nearest Prototype Strategy

In this section, we define a new incomplete data clustering approach based on learning
vector quantization and the nearest prototype strategy. The resulting algorithm is named
iVQ_nps, which can perform the data clustering task on a data set whose incomplete
data are present in any vector at any dimension.

3.1. An Incomplete Data Clustering Task

Before going into detail over the proposed algorithm, an incomplete data clustering
task definition is briefly re-stated as previously introduced in [18]. The input of the
task is a data set D of n vectors. Each vector represents a data object in the universe of
discourse. Dimensions correspond to the attributes characterizing each data object. A
value of each vector at a dimension is recorded from an observation of the corresponding
attribute of a data object. Formally, D is specified with n data vectors in a p-dimensional
data space: D = {X1, X2, ..., Xn} where Xi = (xi,1, xi,2, ..., xi,p) for i = 1..n. If any
value xi,d for i=1..n and d=1..p is not available, we say that D is incomplete. In practice,
incomplete data can exist in any vector at any dimension. Therefore, ∀i = 1..n, ∃d =
1..p, xi,d 6=NULL and ∀d = 1..p, ∃i = 1..n, xi,d 6=NULL where NULL is an incomplete
value in D.

The output of the task is a collection of clusters each of which has some similar
vectors. Indeed, each cluster represents a group of the objects with similar characteristics
in the universe of discourse. Dissimilar objects must be included in several different
clusters. Thus, a resulting cluster model is of good quality if and only if every cluster
is compact and the separation between the clusters is high.

As of this moment, the aforementioned incomplete data clustering task can be ad-
dressed in practice in three different approaches: preprocessing approach [5], [13],
clustering approach [1], [2], [5], [6], [7], [9], [10], [13], [17], [18], [19], [20], and post-
processing approach [4]. The clustering approach is preferred because it can obtain the
completely imputed data towards the optimization of the resulting clusters. On the other
hand some of the related works such as [2], [4], [5], [10], [18], [20] can perform the
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clustering task on incomplete data with incompleteness in any vector at any dimension.
In this paper, our work follows the clustering approach to tackle data incompleteness in
any vector at any dimension while performing the clustering task.

3.2. The Proposed Incomplete Data Clustering Algorithm: iVQ_nps

As an extended version of the work in [18], our work in this paper also considers
the generalization of OCSFCM and NPSFCM algorithms in [5] for the ubiquity of
incomplete data with an objective-based approach for both clustering and incomplete
data handling towards the best resulting clusters. Different from [18], this work uses
learning vector quantization as a base clustering algorithm due to the simplicity and
effectiveness of learning vector quantization in forming the groups of similar objects.
Above all, more consideration on the learning rate in this extended version is given to
make our incomplete data clustering approach more practical in less effort to determine
appropriate values of the parameters. In particular, our new approach requires only
the number of prototypes to be specified in advance while iS_nps in [18] needs the
number of neurons and a learning rate along with its change over time and NPSFCM
and OCSFCM in [5] needs the number of clusters and the weighting exponent for
fuzziness. Regarding the robustness of coping with the ubiquity of data incompleteness,
the proposed approach updates incomplete values using the nearest prototype after
optimized in each epoch for each object if the optimized prototypes have not yet been
reached. As a result, we formulate an incomplete data clustering approach where both
data clustering and incomplete data handling are conducted in an iterative manner. In
the following, the resulting algorithm named iVQ_nps (an incomplete data clustering
algorithm based on learning vector quantization and the nearest prototype strategy) is
detailed phase by phase. It is then evaluated theoretically. Similar to iS_nps in [18],
iVQ_nps includes 4 phases: Initialization phase, Cluster update phase, Incomplete data
update phase, and Termination phase.

In Initialization phase, data preprocessing is prepared for the next phase by filling
incomplete data at one dimension with a corresponding attribute mean at the same
dimension and then randomly setting k objects for k prototypes. The Initialization phase
of iVQ_nps is less complicated than that of iS_nps.

In Cluster update phase, traditional learning vector quantization performs based on the
competitive learning rule as normal in each epoch. In each update on the reference vector
of the wining prototype, the scalar learning rate will control the distance of moving
the prototype towards its member. This learning rate in learning vector quantization
decreases monotonically over time. As examined in [16], a linear function in the form
of (constant/the current number of iterations) is one of the best suitable functions. In
addition, [3] defined a parameter-less self-organizing map algorithm where the learning
rate was eliminated as replaced with the scaling variable based on how well the cluster
model fits the input data. Using a linear function in [16], a user-specified constant needs
to be determined as an initial learning rate. Using the scaling variable for SOM in [3],
the monotonic decrease of the learning rate is not guaranteed while such a property is
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required in learning vector quantization. Therefore, in our work, different functions are
defined for the learning rate by combining the linear function with time in [16] and the
best-fitting of the cluster model towards the input data in [3]. As shown in step 2.3,
three functions are supplied as F1, F2, and F3. F1 is the traditional linear function. F2
is defined with the minimum distance between the data vector Xi being considered and
its best-matching prototype bW∗. F3 is formed with the ratio of the minimum distance
between the data vector Xi being considered and its best-matching prototype bW∗ to
the distances between Xi and all the prototypes. If the distance-related part is stable and
gets unchanged, the time-related part still increases and helps the learning rate decrease,
leading to the stability of the prototypes and thus, the convergence of iVQ_nps. Different
from the traditional learning rate which is the same value for all data vectors in one
epoch, the learning rate defined with either F2 or F3 is adaptive to each vector based
on how far the wining prototype is currently from its member. This feature will help
us enhance the compactness of each corresponding cluster. If F1 is used, a variant of
iVQ_nps is called iVQ_nps_c. If F2 is used, a variant of iVQ_nps is called iVQ_nps_d.
If F3 is used, a variant of iVQ_nps is called iVQ_nps_r. As a result, learning vector
quantization is kept intact so that the resulting incomplete data clustering algorithm,
iVQ_nps, can be as good as the employed one in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.

As soon as the clusters corresponding to the prototypes are formed, incomplete data
updates in Incomplete data update phase are done iteratively with the nearest prototype.
Such an iterative update enables us to achieve the high quality of the resulting clusters
with the compactness of each cluster and the separation between the clusters as well as
the approximation of incomplete data.

Termination phase is then used to derive the actual clusters in the data set. To some
extent, iVQ_nps can be regarded as an incomplete data clustering version of learning
vector quantization and a vector quantization-based hard clustering version of OCSFCM
and NPSFCM algorithms. The following presents the details of our proposed algorithm,
iVQ_nps:

Input:

- D: an input data set where incomplete data are present ubiquitously

- k: the number of prototypes in learning vector quantization each of which has a
reference vector Wj = (wj,1, wj,2, . . . , wj,p) where j = 1..k and p is the number of
dimensions.

- lr: learning rate which is a positive value less than 1, decreasing over time. In our
work, lr is automatically adaptive to each data vector at each epoch.

- threshold: a value for the stopping criterion

Output:

- The resulting clusters

- D: the input data set that has incomplete data imputed
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Algorithm: iVQ_nps

1. Initialization phase:

1.1. Fill the incomplete data in D using the attribute means (am) in the complete data
subspace: am1, am2, ..., amp.

For each vector Xi = (xi,1, xi,2, ..., xi,p) in D for i = 1..n

Update the incomplete value at each dimension d for d=1..p with the attribute mean
at the same dimension using the incomplete data update rule:

xi,d = amd (1)

1.2. Initialize k prototypes by k data vectors randomly chosen

2. Cluster update phase:

2.1. For each vector Xi = (xi,1, xi,2, ..., xi,p) in D:

2.1.1. Find the best matching prototype bW∗ = (w1, w2, . . . , wp) based on the minimum
distance d(,) in the entire data space.

bW∗ = argminjd(Xi,Wj) for j = 1..k.

Where:

d(Xi, Wj) =
∑

d=1..p(xi,d-wd)2 (2)

2.1.2. Update the winning prototype bW∗ based on the competitive learning rule:

wd = wd + lri*(xi,d-wd), ∀d=1..p (3)

2.2. If all prototypes are stable with respect to threshold, go to Termination phase.

2.3. Update the learning rate lri using one of the following linear functions where t is
the current number of iterations and lr0 is a user-specified constant in (0, 1) playing a
role of an initial learning rate. After that, go to phase 3.

F1: lri =
lr0
t

(4)
F2: lri =

d(Xi,bW
∗)

d(Xi,bW ∗)+t
(5)

F3: lri =
k∗d(Xi,bW

∗)

t∗
∑k

j=1 d(Xi,Wj)
(6)

3. Incomplete data update phase:

For each vector Xi = (xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,p) in D:

3.1. Find the nearest prototype W∗ = (w1, w2, . . . , wp) based on the minimum partial
distance d(,) in the complete data subspace as defined in [5]:
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W∗ = argminjd(Xi, Wj) for j = 1..k.

Where:

d(Xi,Wj) =
p
Ii

∑p
d=1(xi,d − wd)

2Ii,d (7)
Ii =

∑p
d=1 Ii,d (8)

Ii,d = {
0, if xi,d = NULL
1, if xi,d 6= NULL

(9)

for d = 1..p.

3.2. Update the incomplete value at each dimension d for d = 1..p with the value of
the nearest prototype W∗ at the same dimension using the incomplete data update rule
of the nearest prototype strategy:

xi,d = wd (10)

3.3. Go back to phase 2.

4. Termination phase:

4.1. Return the resulting clusters.

4.2. Return D with no more incomplete data.

3.3. Evaluation of iVQ_nps from the Theoretical Aspects

Our approach has transformed the existing learning vector quantization algorithm
into a robust incomplete data clustering one, iVQ_nps. As seen in the previous subsec-
tion, iVQ_nps does not break the adopted algorithm. Instead, it enhances the adopted
algorithm to be capable of handling incomplete data by means of the nearest prototype-
based incomplete data updates. Such a robustness enhancement is simple but efficient as
compared to that of the original algorithm. In particular, let us analyze the complexity of
iVQ_nps for data clustering and incomplete data handling in phases 2 and 3, respectively.
Given: t is the number of iterations (or epochs), k is the number of prototypes in learning
vector quantization, and n is the number of data vectors. The cost of phase 2 is O(t*k*n)
mainly for finding the best matching prototype of each data vector in each iteration in
the entire data space. The cost of phase 3 is O((t-1)*k*n) mainly for finding the nearest
prototype of each data vector in the complete data subspace after the reference vectors of
the prototypes are updated in each iteration except that the last iteration as the prototypes
are stable. In total, the complexity of iVQ_nps for both data clustering and incomplete
data handling is O(t*k*n) + O((t-1)*k*n) ≈ O(t*k*n), equivalent to that of the original
learning vector quantization algorithm.

Regarding the convergence property, iVQ_nps has a termination criterion based on the
stability of the resulting prototypes which is iteratively updated with adopted learning
vector quantization. This leads to the fact that iVQ_nps inherits the convergence property
from learning vector quantization. The convergence property is not influenced by our
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enhancement because our incomplete data update rule is followed with the nearest
prototypes after the clustering phase. Hence, incomplete data of a vector are updated so
that the vector is moved little by little towards its nearest prototype in the incomplete
data update phase while the reference vector of the best-matching prototype is shifted
adaptively towards its member in the cluster update phase in each epoch. Such an
iterative update manner will produce estimated values as good as possible for the
resulting clusters.

In short, we believe that iVQ_nps is applicable, robust, and effective for incomplete
data clustering while the effectiveness and efficiency of the original learning vector
quantization algorithm remain.

4. Experimental Results

For empirical evaluation, iVQ_nps is compared to several approaches via the experi-
ments on both benchmark and synthetic data sets. Benchmark data sets from the source
in [11] were: Activity, Iris, and Wine. Their details were described in [18]. In addition,
we created and used 4 synthetic data sets each of which is structured in two clusters. For
two synthetic data sets Syn_1000N_4D and Syn_1000N_8D, the first cluster contains
the vectors whose value at each dimension is randomly generated in (0, 400) and the
second cluster includes the vectors whose value at each dimension is randomly created
in (600, 1000). For two synthetic data sets Syn_1500N_4D and Syn_1500N_8D, the
first cluster contains the vectors whose value at each dimension is randomly generated
in (0, 400) and the second cluster includes the vectors whose value at each dimension
is randomly created in (800, 1200). Their information is given in Table I. As specified
in [5], the whole data strategy (WDS) that ignores missing data in the clustering task
is fine if the data set has less than 15%-20% missing data. Therefore, we generated
randomly incomplete data sets with five different levels of data incompleteness from
10% to 50% missing values. The random selection of missing values ensured missing
values randomly created can belong to any vector at any dimension.

Table 1. Description of Data Sets

Data set Attribute# Instance# Cluster#
Activity 45 375 3
Iris 4 150 3
Wine 13 178 3
Syn_1000N_4D 4 1000 2
Syn_1000N_8D 8 1000 2
Syn_1500N_4D 4 1500 2
Syn_1500N_8D 8 1500 2

Regarding algorithms, we used the following algorithms in comparison:

• K_an: K_an tackles incompleteness in the preprocessing phase by means of the
mean value at each dimension and then performs k-means on the data set.
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• NPSFCM: NPSFCM is the algorithm in [5] using the nearest prototype strategy
for updating incomplete data while data clustering in the full space.

• OCSFCM: OCSFCM is the algorithm in [5] using the optimal completion strategy
for incomplete data updates while data clustering in the full space.

• VQ_an: Similar to K_an, VQ_an deals with incompleteness in the preprocessing
phase by means of the mean value at each dimension and then performs learning
vector quantization on the completely imputed data set.

• iVQ_nps_c: This is a variant of iVQ_nps using a traditional linear function F1 for
a learning rate which is 0.9/t where t is the current number of iterations.

• iVQ_nps_d: This is another variant of iVQ_nps using the aforementioned adaptive
linear function F2 for a learning rate based on the minimum distance between a
data vector and its best-matching prototype.

• iVQ_nps_r: This is another variant of iVQ_nps using the aforementioned adaptive
linear function F3 for a learning rate based on the ratio of the minimum distance
between a data vector and its best-matching prototype to its distances with respect
to all the prototypes in the cluster model.

Regarding parameter values, we used the weighting exponent, m, equal to 1.5 for
NPSFCM and OCSFCM algorithms in all cases as specified in [18]. The number of
clusters is the given number of clusters for each data set. In the trial-and-error scheme,
an initial learning rate in iVQ_nps_c is set to 0.9. Besides, the stopping criterion for
all the experiments is the same as one in [5] which is 10−5.

Regarding how well iVQ_nps clusters incomplete data, we used two well-known
internal clustering validation measures: Xie_Beni and S_Dbw. As examined in [15],
Xie_Beni is one of the most reliable measures for fuzzy cluster validity. The smaller
Xie_Beni, the better the resultant clusters are. Analyzed in [12], S_Dbw is a mea-
sure for examining the separation and compactness of the clusters with respect to
monotonicity, noise, density, subclusters, and skewed distributions in data. The smaller
S_Dbw, the better the clusters are. Regarding how well iVQ_nps handles incomplete
data, we define an imputation error (Imp_error) as a squared sum of errors: Imp_error
=
√∑

i=1..n

∑
d=1..p(xi,d − x̂i,d)2 where xi,d is an original value in the data set and x̂i,d

is an estimated value from an algorithm. The smaller imputation error, the better an
algorithm is for handling incomplete data.

Results for comparison are presented in Tables 2-8. In order to avoid randomness in
initialization, each single numeric value in these tables is an averaged result of 30 trials
from each algorithm. Due to space limitation, we skip the corresponding tables of their
standard deviations.

As compared to K_an, VQ_an, and OCSFCM, the variants of iVQ_nps always
produce better clusters and incomplete data approximation for all the data sets except for
Wine data set via the much smaller values of Xie_Beni and S_Dbw. Using the values
of Xie_Beni and S_Dbw on the clusters in the given data sets, we realize that iVQ_nps
is quite comparable to NPSFCM. Some cases are recorded with their similar Xie_Beni
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Table 2. Averaged Results of 30 Trials on Activity Data Set from each Algorithm

% Measure K_an NPSFCM OCSFCM VQ_an iVQ_nps_c iVQ_nps_d iVQ_nps_r
10 Xie_Beni 1.47 0.283 0.437 0.944 0.315 0.306 0.312

S_Dbw 0.593 0.288 0.382 0.579 0.285 0.288 0.286
Imp_error 21.66 5.026 10.371 21.66 5.012 5.043 5.022

20 Xie_Beni 1.884 0.251 0.982 1.737 0.275 0.267 0.272
S_Dbw 0.797 0.254 0.576 0.794 0.251 0.254 0.252

Imp_error 31.299 7.391 18.483 31.299 7.361 7.368 7.356
30 Xie_Beni 2.733 0.234 2200819 2.505 0.251 0.243 0.248

S_Dbw 0.875 0.235 0.716 0.873 0.231 0.233 0.232
Imp_error 37.83 8.753 24.918 37.83 8.728 8.787 8.756

40 Xie_Beni 3.408 0.19 3.25E+08 3.391 0.202 0.197 0.2
S_Dbw 0.941 0.194 0.821 0.94 0.19 0.192 0.192

Imp_error 43.972 10.691 31.835 43.972 10.664 10.695 10.676
50 Xie_Beni 4.111 0.161 9.68E+08 3.968 0.168 0.165 0.167

S_Dbw 0.974 0.167 0.834 0.971 0.164 0.171 0.17
Imp_error 49.083 11.902 38.494 49.083 11.914 12.059 12.011

Table 3. Averaged Results of 30 Trials on Iris Data Set from each Algorithm

% Measure K_an NPSFCM OCSFCM VQ_an iVQ_nps_c iVQ_nps_d iVQ_nps_r
10 Xie_Beni 0.158 0.133 0.22 0.128 – 0.059 0.06

S_Dbw 0.399 0.247 0.48 0.445 – 0.094 0.106
Imp_error 23.757 4.123 11.381 23.757 – 9.408 8.872

20 Xie_Beni 0.251 0.106 0.243 0.194 0.054 0.054 0.06
S_Dbw 0.542 0.125 0.392 0.524 0.091 0.099 0.103

Imp_error 31.872 4.926 17.677 31.872 12.13 12.729 11.934
30 Xie_Beni 0.262 0.1 0.262 0.189 0.04 0.043 0.042

S_Dbw 0.6 0.066 0.449 0.55 0.081 0.086 0.084
Imp_error 38.077 6.464 23.021 38.077 15.586 13.02 12.826

40 Xie_Beni 0.433 0.083 0.175 0.236 0.025 0.026 0.027
S_Dbw 0.546 0.054 0.329 0.382 0.053 0.054 0.053

Imp_error 49.835 9.313 37.538 49.835 21.825 22.053 21.321
50 Xie_Beni 0.488 0.065 0.191 0.329 0.039 0.03 0.032

S_Dbw 0.456 0.045 0.336 0.384 0.058 0.06 0.061
Imp_error 51.753 9.402 41.511 51.753 22.836 22.327 22.846

and S_Dbw values. Generally speaking, iVQ_nps can do clustering on incomplete data
sets and produce the clusters better or at least similar in quality to that from the other
existing algorithms for incomplete data clustering. Regarding robustness, iVQ_nps can
estimate incomplete data very exactly as compared to their true values. Indeed, its
Imp_error’s values are much smaller than that from K_an, VQ_an, and OCSFCM in all
the experiments on the given data sets. Nevertheless, iVQ_nps is equivalent to NPSFCM
for the quite similar imputation errors on the data sets except for the one on Iris data
set.

In summary, the effectiveness and robustness of our algorithm, iVQ_nps, have been
confirmed via the experimental results. iVQ_nps can perform the incomplete data
clustering task for the clusters of better quality effectively and replace incomplete data
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Table 4. Averaged Results of 30 Trials on Wine Data Set from each Algorithm

% Measure K_an NPSFCM OCSFCM VQ_an iVQ_nps_c iVQ_nps_d iVQ_nps_r
10 Xie_Beni 0.164 0.127 0.13 0.161 0.09 0.083 0.149

S_Dbw 0.739 0.479 0.561 0.754 0.701 0.601 0.548
Imp_error 2683 735 1621 2683 1070 1112 714

20 Xie_Beni 0.078 0.116 0.117 0.078 0.14 0.116 0.13
S_Dbw 0.374 0.335 0.472 0.374 0.311 0.357 0.316

Imp_error 5300 2385 3445 5300 2411 2398 2423
30 Xie_Beni 0.08 0.095 0.104 0.076 0.12 0.068 0.082

S_Dbw 0.378 0.349 0.445 0.341 0.311 0.288 0.305
Imp_error 5622 2138 3775 5622 2131 2623 2440

40 Xie_Beni 0.066 0.082 0.105 0.067 0.127 0.098 0.11
S_Dbw 0.248 0.255 0.312 0.243 0.249 0.276 0.259

Imp_error 6061 2668 4348 6061 2343 2384 2230
50 Xie_Beni 0.366 0.06 0.064 0.046 0.071 0.064 0.069

S_Dbw 0.292 0.131 0.312 0.238 0.133 0.124 0.137
Imp_error 7113 3185 5967 7113 3850 3239 3170

Table 5. Averaged Results of 30 Trials on SYN_1000N_4D Data Set from each Algorithm

% Measure K_an NPSFCM OCSFCM VQ_an iVQ_nps_c iVQ_nps_d iVQ_nps_r
10 Xie_Beni 0.158 0.053 0.091 0.158 0.053 0.052 0.053

S_Dbw 0.389 0.176 0.291 0.389 0.176 0.176 0.176
Imp_error 13266 3399 8564 13266 3399 3400 3400

20 Xie_Beni 0.284 0.047 0.136 0.284 0.048 0.046 0.047
S_Dbw 0.574 0.16 0.402 0.574 0.16 0.16 0.16

Imp_error 18979 4762 12670 18979 4762 4765 4763
30 Xie_Beni 0.425 0.041 0.205 0.425 0.041 0.04 0.041

S_Dbw 0.696 0.142 0.54 0.696 0.142 0.141 0.142
Imp_error 23313 5885 18003 23313 5885 5890 5886

40 Xie_Beni 0.585 0.035 0.315 0.586 0.035 0.034 0.035
S_Dbw 0.785 0.124 0.659 0.785 0.124 0.123 0.124

Imp_error 26982 6842 21966 26982 6842 6836 6837
50 Xie_Beni 0.833 0.029 0.423 0.839 0.029 0.028 0.029

S_Dbw 0.918 0.105 0.776 0.91 0.105 0.103 0.104
Imp_error 30301 7537 26659 30301 7537 7571 7554

with estimated values more robustly and exactly as compared to K_an, VQ_an, and
OCSFCM. Much difference in Xie_Beni, S_Dbw, and Imp_error between iVQ_nps and
these approaches is statistically significant using One-Way ANOVA conducted with equal
variances assumed for post hoc multiple comparisons with Bonferroni at the 0.05 level
of significance. In addition, iVQ_nps is comparable to NPSFCM but more practical as it
requires only one parameter about the number of clusters to be determined in advance. In
contrast to iVQ_nps, NPSFCM needs appropriate values of two parameters: the number
of clusters and the weighting exponent. Besides, the experimental results show that our
adaptive learning rate functions are suitable for incomplete data clustering.
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Table 6. Averaged Results of 30 Trials on SYN_1000N_8D Data Set from each Algorithm

% Measure K_an NPSFCM OCSFCM VQ_an iVQ_nps_c iVQ_nps_d iVQ_nps_r
10 Xie_Beni 0.306 0.141 0.193 0.306 0.145 0.138 0.149

S_Dbw 0.555 0.368 0.985 0.555 0.368 0.368 0.369
Imp_error 12729 4411 8199 12729 4410 4408 4407

20 Xie_Beni 0.491 0.129 0.293 0.491 0.132 0.124 0.134
S_Dbw 0.688 0.346 0.978 0.687 0.346 0.344 0.347

Imp_error 17975 6045 13423 17975 6043 6047 6046
30 Xie_Beni 0.685 0.11 0.389 0.686 0.112 0.106 0.114

S_Dbw 0.783 0.311 0.905 0.782 0.32 0.307 0.311
Imp_error 22384 7568 17612 22384 7567 7567 7562

40 Xie_Beni 0.849 0.095 0.438 0.849 0.0968 0.091 0.097
S_Dbw 0.865 0.28 0.959 0.865 0.279 0.275 0.28

Imp_error 25668 8766 20735 25668 8765 8769 8762
50 Xie_Beni 1.119 0.081 0.496 1.119 0.082 0.076 0.082

S_Dbw 0.959 0.248 0.735 0.959 0.247 0.241 0.247
Imp_error 28542 9671 24330 28542 9671 9608 9609

Table 7. Averaged Results of 30 Trials on SYN_1500N_4D Data Set from each Algorithm

% Measure K_an NPSFCM OCSFCM VQ_an iVQ_nps_c iVQ_nps_d iVQ_nps_r
10 Xie_Beni 0.141 0.053 0.08 0.141 0.053 0.05 0.053

S_Dbw 0.367 0.175 0.268 0.367 0.175 0.176 0.175
Imp_error 10505 2786 6560 10505 2786 2805 2794

20 Xie_Beni 0.222 0.046 0.124 0.223 0.047 0.044 0.046
S_Dbw 0.52 0.157 0.391 0.521 0.157 0.157 0.157

Imp_error 14886 4090 10996 14886 4090 4111 4094
30 Xie_Beni 0.324 0.04 0.183 0.323 0.04 0.038 0.04

S_Dbw 0.657 0.139 0.512 0.658 0.139 0.138 0.139
Imp_error 18504 5153 14696 18504 5152 5145 5142

40 Xie_Beni 0.424 0.034 0.251 0.431 0.034 0.032 0.034
S_Dbw 0.77 0.121 0.637 0.755 0.121 0.119 0.121

Imp_error 21256 5914 18294 21256 5914 5925 5914
50 Xie_Beni 0.519 0.029 0.293 0.519 0.029 0.027 0.028

S_Dbw 0.869 0.104 0.743 0.868 0.104 0.102 0.104
Imp_error 23134 6416 20981 23134 6416 6479 6441

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have taken into consideration the incomplete data clustering task
with no restriction of where incomplete data exist in data sets so that incomplete data
being considered can be present in any vector at any dimension. As a solution to such a
task, we generalize the NPS strategy in [5] for learning vector quantization to propose
iVQ_nps, which is a new robust and effective approach to incomplete data clustering.
Our algorithm, iVQ_nps, requires only prior knowledge about the number of clusters
and has no assumption about the distribution of incomplete values in a given data set.
The learning process is automatically controlled using our so-called adaptive linear
functions for a learning rate. Via the experimental results on three benchmark data sets
and four synthetic data sets, the clusters created by iVQ_nps are at least as good as
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Table 8. Averaged Results of 30 Trials on SYN_1500N_8D Data Set from each Algorithm

% Measure K_an NPSFCM OCSFCM VQ_an iVQ_nps_c iVQ_nps_d iVQ_nps_r
10 Xie_Beni 0.166 0.053 0.096 0.166 0.054 0.052 0.053

S_Dbw 0.4 0.177 0.301 0.4 0.177 0.177 0.177
Imp_error 16386 4057 10755 16386 4057 4066 4060

20 Xie_Beni 0.287 0.048 0.141 0.287 0.048 0.046 0.047
S_Dbw 0.576 0.161 0.4 0.576 0.161 0.16 0.161

Imp_error 23059 5766 15752 23059 5766 5786 5773
30 Xie_Beni 0.441 0.042 0.223 0.442 0.042 0.04 0.041

S_Dbw 0.674 0.143 0.552 0.674 0.143 0.142 0.143
Imp_error 28385 7115 21100 28385 7115 7128 7120

40 Xie_Beni 0.601 0.036 0.288 0.602 0.036 0.034 0.035
S_Dbw 0.806 0.126 0.652 0.806 0.126 0.124 0.125

Imp_error 32932 8277 25882 32932 8277 8289 8279
50 Xie_Beni 0.765 0.03 0.298 0.767 0.03 0.029 0.029

S_Dbw 0.906 0.107 0.641 0.905 0.107 0.106 0.106
Imp_error 36548 9165 29137 36548 9165 9183 9173

that by the existing clustering approach NPSFCM and better than that by the other
existing approach OCSFCM and the pre-processing approach with traditional k-means
and learning vector quantization. In addition, iVQ_nps is more robust with a better
approximation of incomplete data after the clustering phase as compared to the pre-
processing approach. Nonetheless, as of this moment, our resulting clusters are generated
in spherical shapes in the data space. In the future, we plan to extend iVQ_nps to be
a more generalized version of learning vector quantization in the feature space using
kernel functions for non-spherical clusters. Parameter-free kernelized iVQ_nps is also
of our interest for incomplete data clustering.
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